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multimedia file format that supports audio, video, still images, and text. format development began in the early 1990s, when the moving picture experts group (mpg) was formed to lead the process.

the mpeg standard (iso 13146) was published in november 1994 and the first public demonstration of an mpeg-1 video clip was on january 28, 1995, at a meeting of the motion picture and audio-visual
equipment manufacturer's association (mpa). the first mpeg-2 demonstration was on august 8, 1996, at the motion picture association of america's (mpaa) advanced film systems conference. the

patent for mpeg-1 was filed on november 2, 1993, by a group of researchers led by mark a. mclinden at the ucla school of computer, information, and management sciences. initially, the mpeg was
intended to be a more efficient alternative to the current video standard, the motion picture experts group (mpeg). the mpeg was developed by the moving picture experts group (mpeg). a revision of
the mpeg standard was approved on april 28, 1995. the first international standard was published on october 1, 1995, which became iso 13155. the name "mpg" was trademarked and has since been

owned by mpeg-video. the name is commonly used to refer to file formats based on that standard, such as the mpeg-1 video and mpeg-2 audio formats. it is based on the iso 9660 disk-format standard
and is used mainly as a file system on file servers. there are many versions of the mpeg file system. the mpeg-1 and mpeg-2 file systems are the most popular. the mpeg file system can be accessed

via the read-only unix utility "fs". the mpeg-1 and mpeg-2 file systems are not intended to be used as a general purpose file system for small computer systems. instead, the mpeg file system was
created for use on movie and digital video camera tape and dvds, where efficiency of storing data is more important than frequent access to files. the mpeg-1 format has been replaced by the mpeg-2
format. on many operating systems, including linux, mpeg file systems can be read by most applications. nearly all of the macintosh application programs can read mpeg-1 and mpeg-2 files, but there
are several programs that cannot read the mpeg-2 type of files, such as quicktime. this is because mpeg-2 does not specify encoders for streaming media and contains several features that mpeg-1

does not have. 5ec8ef588b
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